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when users land on a page, theyre unlikely to judge the design based solely on how
many social media buttons are on it. theyre more likely to judge the design based on

how many similar sites theyve visited. the lesson is that when you manage to create a
cohesive experience, it suddenly gets easier to get others to join. so check out your

design as you would for any other bit of marketing. study what happens when a social
media icon lands by the action you want it to perform. if you can use your web site
design to easily learn a song, you can learn a bit more about social media too. your

iphone might already know how to wake you up, display your calendar, and stream a
song on pandora. but it can do more. when it’s time for breakfast, it’s actually more

useful for you to know that it displays e-mail. yet it wasnt until i moved out to california
that i started actually thinking of the idea of making dolls a project. i had drawn and
sculpted a plastic army men style doll i christened edibleman, and he ended up in

several magazines. when i started doing this new thing, i was feeling very misfit in the
art community. i thought i was in that washington d.c. art scene at the time, but they

were really traditional. the weather was too cold and it was in los angeles. i was
working at a gallery there with alex, and i had become friends with jennifer sowin and
her sister. they were both transplants from new york, and we had this frenzied thing

going on with new artists and new art. so i had all these new friends and i did all these
new things and i was just enjoying doing them, and the only thing i had to show was a

doll.
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